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Significance

Lymphocyte antigen receptors 
are modular biosensors that 
detect the presence of pathogen-
derived molecular fragments. 
The T cell receptor (TCR) 
assembles via polar/electrostatic 
interactions within the 
membrane and is built around an 
evolutionarily conserved core 
structure formed by the ligand-
binding TCRαβ transmembrane 
(TM) domains. We now show that 
the ligand-binding membrane 
immunoglobulin (mIg) TM 
domains in the B cell receptor 
(BCR) form a core structure that 
is strikingly similar to that of the 
TCR and plays a crucial stabilizing 
role in the assembled receptor. A 
TM helix–association motif that 
forms part of this interface has 
been used and reused in 
immune receptors throughout 
evolution, pointing to a 
previously unappreciated level of 
TM structural conservation in 
antigen receptors and related 
proteins.
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The B cell and T cell antigen receptors (BCR and TCR) share a common architecture 
in which variable dimeric antigen-binding modules assemble with invariant dimeric 
signaling modules to form functional receptor complexes. In the TCR, a highly con-
served T cell receptor αβ (TCRαβ) transmembrane (TM) interface forms a rigid 
structure around which its three dimeric signaling modules assemble through well- 
characterized polar interactions. Noting that the key features stabilizing this TCRαβ 
TM interface also appear with high evolutionary conservation in the TM sequences 
of the membrane immunoglobulin (mIg) heavy chains that form the BCR’s homod-
imeric antigen-binding module, we asked whether the BCR contained an analogous 
TM structure. Using an unbiased biochemical and computational modeling approach, 
we found that the mouse IgM BCR forms a core TM structure that is remarkably 
similar to that of the TCR. This structure is reinforced by a network of interhelical 
hydrogen bonds, and our model is nearly identical to the arrangement observed in the 
just-released cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of intact human BCRs. 
Our biochemical analysis shows that the integrity of this TM structure is vital for 
stable assembly with the BCR signaling module CD79AB in the B cell endoplasmic 
reticulum, and molecular dynamics simulations indicate that BCRs of all five isotypes 
can form comparable structures. These results demonstrate that, despite their many 
differences in composition, complexity, and ligand type, TCRs and BCRs rely on a 
common core TM structure that has been shaped by evolution for optimal receptor 
assembly and stability in the cell membrane.

B cell receptor | antigen receptor | transmembrane | receptor structure | receptor assembly

B and T lymphocytes utilize antigen receptor complexes at their cell surfaces, known as 
the B cell receptor (BCR) and the T cell receptor (TCR), respectively, to generate signals 
that orchestrate lymphocyte development and direct adaptive immune responses. These 
receptor complexes are each composed of an antigen-binding module with no intrinsic 
signaling capability that noncovalently associates with one or more signaling modules 
containing immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (ITAMs) that initiate intra-
cellular biochemical cascades upon phosphorylation (1, 2) (Fig. 1 A and B). The BCR 
contains a membrane-bound immunoglobulin (mIg) for antigen binding, which is an 
alternatively spliced form of a secreted antibody with a C-terminal transmembrane (TM) 
domain and short cytoplasmic domain (3, 4). The mIg is associated with the CD79AB 
signaling dimer (also known as Igαβ) (5, 6) (Fig. 1A) to form the complete receptor 
complex. The TCR is an octameric complex consisting of either a TCRαβ or γδ subunit 
for antigen binding, which is reminiscent of a membrane-tethered antibody Fab (7–9), 
and three signaling dimers, namely CD3δε, CD3γε, and ζζ (10–15) (Fig. 1B). The TCR, 
like most other modular activating receptors, assembles its components through basic and 
acidic residues in the TM domains of the antigen-binding and signaling subunits, respec-
tively (10–17) (Fig. 1 B inset). However, the BCR TM domains lack these matched 
electrostatic contacts, and what type of TM interactions drive its assembly has long been 
an open question.

The first structure of a single-pass receptor complex in which the TM interactions were 
well resolved was of a human αβ TCR (9), enabled by recent advances in cryo-electron 
microscopy (cryo-EM) (Fig. 1B). Reflected in this structure is the intricate packing of the 
TCR’s eight subunits within the membrane, organized around an extensive αβ TM inter-
face at its core. This core structure was first identified by a combination of cysteine scan-
ning, NMR spectroscopy, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (18) that generated 
a model (Fig. 1C) with a backbone Cα RMSD of only 0.63 Å with respect to the later 
cryo-EM structure (19), proving this methodology to be highly effective at obtaining 
structural information on challenging membrane-embedded receptors. Driven by highly 
conserved amino acids (Fig. 1 C and D) that form an interchain hydrogen bond network, 
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this interface is a critical determinant of TCR stability (18, 20). 
Sequence alignments and MD simulations indicate that this struc-
ture is also present in the γδ- and pre-TCR complexes across all 
vertebrate species that have conventional T cells (20).

It has long been recognized that antigen receptor TM domains 
contain a small number of amino acid positions that are conspic-
uously conserved not only among different TCR forms or mIg 
isotypes, but also between TCR and BCR proteins (21). In the 
absence of any structural information, clues to the role of these 
conserved residues in the BCR mIg TM domain came primarily 
from reports that mutations at some of these positions could 
disrupt BCR assembly and surface expression (22–27). Most 
previous models of the BCR in the membrane have therefore 
incorporated an assumption that the helical face of the mIg TM 
domain containing the most conserved amino acids forms direct 
contacts with the CD79 TM domains (28–31). However, we 
noted that some of the most conserved positions across mIg iso-
types aligned well in sequence and spacing with key contacts 
across the recently described heterodimeric TCRαβ TM interface 
(9, 18, 20) (Fig 1D), particularly a tyrosine (Y) in TCRβ and a 
threonine (T) in TCRα that are encoded on the same chain in 
the homodimeric mIg to form a YxxxxT motif (where x is any 
amino acid). This motif also drives dimer formation in the TCR-
associated ζζ module (32), the antibody Fc receptor-associated 
γγ module (33), and the T cell immunomodulatory receptors 

CD28 (34, 35) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 
4 (CTLA-4) (34). We therefore set out to test whether the BCR 
mIg TM domains form a similar core structure to TCR via self-as-
sociation of their conserved helical faces. Using an unbiased 
approach encompassing cysteine crosslinking, restrained MD 
simulations, and mutagenesis in a cell-free receptor assembly 
system, we found that these structures are indeed remarkably 
similar. We further show that all mIg isotypes can form the same 
dimeric interface and that its integrity is crucial for BCR assem-
bly. Our model of the core TM structure from restraints collected 
in native B cell-derived ER membranes is in excellent agreement 
with the newly released cryo-EM structures of the full-length 
BCR in detergent micelles (36, 37).

Results

In Vitro Assembly of the BCR in ER Microsomes. The in vitro 
translation (IVT) system using nuclease-treated rabbit reticulocyte 
lysate is competent for protein synthesis when supplemented with 
mRNA encoding proteins of interest and amino acids (including 
35S-labeled methionine and cysteine for detection). With the 
addition of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) microsomes, numerous 
immune receptors (including the TCR) have successfully been 
assembled in this system (16–18, 38–41). However, assembly of 
the BCR has not previously been reported. Using affinity-tagged 
components of the BCR, we assembled a hen egg lysozyme 
(HEL)-specific murine IgM (HyHEL10) BCR (42) including κ 
light chain (LC, no tag), FLAG-tagged mIgM heavy chain (HC-
FLAG), streptavidin-binding peptide-tagged CD79A(-SBP), 
and influenza hemagglutinin-tagged CD79B(-HA). Following 
cotranslational assembly in the ER microsomes, BCR complexes 
were extracted with digitonin to preserve noncovalent interactions 
and immunoprecipitated via the affinity tags either individually or 
sequentially (Fig. 2 A and B). BCRs were successfully assembled, 
as seen by the coimmunoprecipitation (IP) of all chains by each 
strategy. A control assembly in which mIg and CD79AB were 
assembled in separate reactions and combined just prior to 
digitonin extraction shows that BCR components that were not 
cotranslationally assembled in the same ER microsome did not 
associate (Fig. 2A starred (*) lane). The IVT system was therefore 
deemed suitable to perform a cysteine scan to identify positions 
that are in close proximity within the assembled BCR.

Cysteine Scanning Identifies Specific Crosslinks in the mIg 
TM Dimer. A library of mIgM mutants with single cysteine 
substitutions at every TM position was generated to perform 
the disulfide scanning. In initial experiments, treatment with the 
membrane-penetrating oxidizing agent copper (II) phenanthroline 
(CuPhe), which is required to catalyze intramembrane disulfide 
bond formation, caused a high background of misfolded products, 
presumably due to the large number of Ig domains present in the 
mIgM complex (five in each HC, two in each LC: 14 total). For 
this reason, we elected to use a previously reported HC truncation 
lacking the distal two HC Ig domains (Fig. 2B), which retains 
the ability to assemble with CD79 and express at the cell surface 
(43). This construct (HCtrunc) assembled efficiently with CD79 
in IVT reactions, and a double cysteine mutant (C327S, C404S; 
C-less HCtrunc) ablated the native interchain disulfide bonds to 
allow readout of TM crosslinks as reappearance of a covalent HC 
homodimer (Fig. 2C).

A panel of 28 TM and tail cysteine mutants on C-less HCtrunc 
were assembled with CD79AB, oxidized with CuPhe, extracted 
with digitonin, and immunoprecipitated with either anti-FLAG 
beads (targeting HCtrunc) or a mix of streptavidin and anti-HA beads 

Fig. 1. The B and T cell antigen receptors share highly conserved Y and 
T residues in their antigen-binding subunit TM domains. (A) Components 
of the BCR complex: ligand-binding mIg and signaling CD79AB. Structures 
shown of mIgM extracellular domains are from PDB IDs 6KXS, 4JVU and 
1ADQ, and CD79AB from Alphafold2 prediction. (B) Components of the TCR 
complex: ligand-binding TCRαβ and signaling CD3δε, CD3γε, and ζζ. PDB IDs: 
6JXR human αβ TCR extracellular domains and TM domains, 2K4F CD3ε tail 
with ITAM tyrosines shown in yellow. Inset: top view of the TCR complex 
showing the TM domain with assembly-mediating basic (blue) and acidic 
(red) residues as spheres. Gray box around the TM domains represents the 
cell membrane. (C) TCR αβ TM model generated by experimentally restrained 
modeling (18) showing key polar interactions at the dimer interface. Assembly-
mediating basic residues are colored blue. (D) Weblogos showing evolutionary 
conservation of the TM domain sequences of over 65 species of TCR αβ/γδ and 
all isotypes of mouse and human BCR mIgs. Polar uncharged residues are 
colored orange, basic residues in blue, and acidic residues in red. The highly 
conserved Y and T residues (boxed in red) found at the TCR αβ interface are 
also highly conserved and similarly spaced in mIg. TCR numbering is based 
on Dong et al. (9). BCR numbering starts from the beginning of its TM domain.
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(targeting total CD79). Samples were then deglycosylated and ana-
lyzed by nonreducing sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The IP targeting HCtrunc showed that 
most cysteine mutants were capable of forming crosslinked dimers, 
although the strength of dimerization varied widely across the posi-
tions (Fig. 3A). There was a clear helical periodicity seen in the 
extent of crosslinking at each consecutive TM position (summary 
plot in Fig. 3E), indicating the involvement of one specific face of 
the helix in dimerization. Only a fraction of these mutants, however, 
were capable of forming dimers that also coprecipitated with CD79 
subunits (Fig. 3B). An even more stringent sequential IP that strictly 
isolates assembled CD79AB heterodimers (Fig. 3C) showed further 
selectivity for only a few cysteine mutants that formed crosslinked 
dimers in the context of defined mIg-CD79AB complexes, with 
L1C, A5C, and S19C being the strongest (numbered with respect 
to position in the TM domain). Visualizing these on a helix wheel 
diagram (Fig. 3D) shows that the strongest crosslinks lie on one face 
of a helix. Among these crosslinks, S19C is unique in that it asso-
ciates with CD79AB almost exclusively in its crosslinked dimeric 
form. Combined data from these three analyses are shown together 
on a summary plot in Fig. 3E.

Some previous studies reported that resting BCRs exist as oli-
gomers that may contain intercomplex TM contacts (30, 44–46). 
To ensure that the crosslinks identified here had formed between 
two HCs of one BCR complex, and not HCs of neighboring BCR 
complexes, we introduced the S19C mutation on the cysteine-suf-
ficient HCtrunc (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). On this already-dimeric 
HCtrunc background, any additional TM crosslinks formed 
between neighboring BCRs would result in the formation of cova-
lent oligomers (“daisy-chains”) which should be visible by nonre-
ducing SDS-PAGE (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B and C). Assembly and 
crosslinking of this S19C on HCtrunc BCR did not result in detect-
able daisy-chains (SI Appendix, Fig. S1D), confirming that the 
S19C crosslink forms within one BCR complex. These experi-
mentally derived proximity-mapping data show that a specific 
dimeric interface exists between the mIg HC TM domains within 
an assembled BCR complex and that this interface includes resi-
dues L1, A5, and S19.

Experimentally Guided Computational Assembly of the mIgM 
TM Dimer. The three positions that formed the strongest crosslinks 
(L1, A5, and S19) (Fig. 4A) were used as distance restraints to 
model the mouse mIgM TM domains, as previously done for the 
heterodimeric TCRαβ TM domains (18). A 7-ns replica exchange 
molecular dynamics (REMD) simulation was performed using 
the Generalized Born with a simple SWitching (GBSW) implicit 
membrane model (47) in Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular 
Mechanics (CHARMM) (48) and converged on a single dominant 
cluster. The centroid model from this cluster showed a structure 
compatible with all the three strong crosslinks (Fig. 4C), with the 
Cβ–Cβ distances between the restraining pairs remaining at ~4 Å 
over the course of the simulation (Fig. 4B). This model showed that 
the surface of the mIgM TM helix containing the most conserved 
positions forms a complementary homodimer interface (Fig. 4D). 
This interface notably contains several polar residues that are well 
positioned to form interchain hydrogen bonds that could make 
significant contributions toward stabilizing the mIg homodimer 
within the membrane, specifically at S15–S15, S19–S19, and each 
Y18–T23 pair (Fig. 4E).

To exclude the possibility that the crosslink-derived distance 
restraints had enforced an unfavorable dimer interface during 
REMD assembly, we performed unrestrained MD simulations in 
fully atomistic 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
(POPC) bilayers using the above model as the starting structure. 
Five independent 500-ns simulations (total simulation time 
2.5 μs) confirmed that the structure did not significantly deviate 
from the REMD model over the simulation period (Fig. 4E). 
Contact maps between all residues in the model and Cα RMSD 
over the simulation time with respect to the REMD model are 
available in SI Appendix, Fig. S2. Consistent with the small Cα 
RMSD (<2 Å) and strong contacts over the entire TM domain 
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A and B), the distances (dHH) and crossing 
angles (Ω) between TM helices were steady around mean values 
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2 C and D), with a narrow distribution and a 
sharp peak around dHH = 8 Å and Ω = 20° (SI Appendix, Fig. S2E). 
In addition, the interhelical Cα–Cα distances at residues 12 to 19 
were not sensitive to Ω (SI Appendix, Fig. S2F), indicating that 

Fig. 2. In vitro assembly of the BCR complex in ER microsomes. (A) BCR mIg HC, CD79A, and CD79B were assembled by in vitro translation in ER microsomes for 
4 h. The assembled complexes were extracted in 0.5% digitonin and immunoprecipitated targeting either the HC (anti-FLAG beads) or total CD79 (streptavidin 
and anti-HA beads) (Left). Samples were deglycosylated with Endo H and analyzed by nonreducing SDS-PAGE. Each IP strategy yielded all chains of the BCR, 
showing assembly of the complex. Alternatively, a sequential nondenaturing IP from CD79A to B (streptavidin to anti-HA) could purify CD79AB heterodimers 
and all associated BCR chains (Right). *: mixing control reaction where HC and CD79 chain mRNAs were added to separate IVT reactions and combined at the 
extraction step. The lack of co-IP of HC with CD79AB shows that only cotranslationally assembled BCR complexes survive the IP. (B) Schematic showing the BCR 
chains and their C-terminal affinity tags. The extracellular portion removed in the HCtrunc construct is boxed in red. The cysteines mutated to serines in the C-less 
construct are highlighted in yellow. (C) HCtrunc and C-less HCs are capable of assembling into BCR complexes comparable to WT. Complexes were assembled 
as described in (A).
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the TM dimer interface in this region is tight and well maintained. 
This is also supported by the hydrogen bond analysis (see Table 
1), which showed a high probability of hydrogen bonds at S15–
S15 (~91%) and Y18–T23 (~85%), with lower probability of 
S19–S19 (~38%) and S15–S19 (~34%) hydrogen bonds, suggest-
ing that the mIgM TM dimer interface was indeed stabilized by 
hydrogen bonding involving at least some of these residues.

Close Packing of the mIg TM Dimer Is Necessary for BCR Assembly in 
the Membrane. To assess whether the close apposition of TM helices 
in the mIg dimer was required for BCR assembly, we introduced a 
series of aliphatic substitutions at the two serine positions (S15, S19) 
found at the packing interface (Fig. 5A). Mutations to alanine, valine, 
and leucine were made at each position on the full-length HC and 
the mutants were assembled with CD79AB by IVT (this assembly 
did not require a CuPhe treatment step). The assembled complexes 
were extracted in digitonin, immunoprecipitated via total CD79, 
deglycosylated, and analyzed by reducing SDS-PAGE to quantify 
the yield of HC relative to CD79 (Fig. 5 B and C). S15A and S15V 
mutations were clearly detrimental, indicating that the hydrogen 
bond is particularly important at this site. Interestingly, S15L was 

not disruptive, suggesting that leucine could make complementary 
packing interactions that overcome loss of the hydrogen bond, 
while valine and alanine could not (Fig. 5C). This site therefore 
requires either hydrogen bonding or close complementary packing 
for efficient assembly. In contrast, S19A was not detrimental to 
assembly, while S19V and S19L were showing that this site requires 
close packing but not necessarily hydrogen bonding (Fig. 5C). These 
results are consistent with the constant S19–S19 Cα–Cα distance 
and the lower probability of hydrogen bonds at S19 than S15 in 
the MD analysis above.

Complex Hydrogen Bonding Interactions Contribute to BCR 
Assembly in the Membrane. Using the same experimental 
setup, we next evaluated the effects of alterations at the Y18–
T23 hydrogen bond pair using mutations that removed the polar 
hydroxyl groups while limiting additional changes to side-chain 
size and chemistry. We found that Y18F disrupted assembly, while 
T23V did not, and these two mutations together assembled with 
CD79 just as well as the WT sequence (Fig. 5D). This suggests that 
the Y–T hydrogen bond is dispensable, but leaving T23 without 
its partner leads to alternative interactions that do not support 

Fig. 3. Cysteine scanning of the mIg HC TM 
domain identifies highly specific crosslinks.  
(A–C) Cysteine mutants generated on the C-less 
HCtrunc background were assembled into BCR 
complexes by IVT for 4 h. Complexes were extracted 
in 0.5% digitonin and immunoprecipitated targeting 
(A) HC (anti-FLAG), (B) total CD79 (streptavidin and 
 anti-HA), or (C) CD79AB (snIP from streptavidin 
to anti-HA). Samples were Endo H-treated and 
analyzed by nonreducing SDS-PAGE. Most cysteine 
mutants were able to form crosslinked dimers (A), 
while only a subset of them assembled with CD79 (B).  
These were further refined to three key cysteine 
mutants (orange) that formed strong dimers and 
also assembled with CD79AB heterodimers: L1C, 
A5C, and S19C (C). Weaker CD79AB-associated HC 
dimers are colored yellow. (D) Positioning of these 
strong (orange) and weak (yellow) crosslinks on 
a helix wheel diagram reveals a likely interaction 
face on the mIg HC TM helix. (E) Summary plot 
showing the helical periodicity of the crosslinks. 
Densitometry was performed on the experiments 
shown in panels A–C and the normalized yield of 
HC dimer was plotted. Solid gray line and gray dots: 
Yield of H2 as a percentage of total H from total HC 
IP (representative autoradiogram in A); line traces 
the mean of N = 2 and dots show individual data 
points. Dashed black line and black dots: Yield of H2 
with respect to CD79A, as a percentage of HCtrunc. 
Calculated from total CD79 IP (representative 
autoradiogram in B); line traces the mean of N = 2 
and dots show individual data points. Diamonds: 
Yield of H2 with respect to CD79AB, as a percentage 
of HCtrunc. Calculated from sequential CD79A to B 
IP (representative autoradiogram in C); mean ± SD, 
N=3. Strongest, assembly-competent crosslinks 
are highlighted in orange and weaker crosslinks 
in yellow.
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assembly. Combination of Y18F with the inert S19A mutation 
did not further exacerbate the assembly defect (Fig. 5E), but 
combination with S15A caused near-complete loss of assembly 
with CD79. This defect was even more severe than the loss of 
all interface hydrogen bonds simultaneously (S15A, Y18F, S19A, 
and T23V combined, termed “NoHB” in Fig. 5E), reinforcing 
the conclusion that partial disruptions can be more deleterious, 
possibly through alternative hydrogen bonding interactions that 
enforce unfavorable conformations.

BCR mIgM and TCRαβ TM Domains Form Very Similar Structures. 
Structural alignment of the BCR mIgM TM homodimer with 
the previously reported TCRαβ TM heterodimer reveals a 
remarkable degree of similarity (Fig. 6A), with backbone Cα 
RMSD of only 0.87 Å or 0.68 Å between mIgM and TCRαβ 
from the restrained simulations (18) or the subsequent cryo-EM 
structure (9), respectively. The hydrogen bonding network in 
the C-terminal (bottom) half of the mIg interface indeed bears a 
striking similarity to the polar network comprising TCRα N263, 
TCRα T267, and TCRβ Y292 that stabilizes the core of the TCR 
complex (18) (Fig. 6B), as we had hypothesized based on sequence 
alignments and conservation (see Fig. 1D). A similar pattern of 
Y–T hydrogen bonds contributes to dimer formation in other 
immune receptors including the TCR-associated ζ chain (32), the 
antibody Fc receptor-associated FcεR1γ subunit (33), and the T 
cell costimulatory and inhibitory receptors CD28 (34, 35) and 
CTLA4, respectively (34) (Fig. 6C). We therefore interrogated 
whether the Y–T contacts and the proximal serines at the mIgM 

packing interface contribute similarly to the stability of BCR 
complexes formed by other mIg isotypes.

All BCR Isotypes Are Compatible with the Conserved Core TM 
Domain Structure. We reasoned that if the TM dimer structure 
identified in mIgM was crucial for assembly with CD79AB to 
form an intact receptor, then mIgs of all the four additional BCR 
isotypes must be able to adopt stable structures mediated by 
a similar interface. To test this hypothesis, we performed MD 
simulations of mouse mIgD, mIgG, mIgA, and mIgE (Fig. 7A) 
in POPC bilayers (Fig. 7B), with each mIg sequence modeled 
on the mouse mIgM REMD backbone as the starting structures. 
Five independent 500-ns simulations were performed for each 
isotype, all of which maintained stable structures that did not 
depart significantly from the mIgM reference model over the 
simulation (Fig. 7C), with the exception of mIgD, which showed 
looser N-terminal packing. Contact maps between all residues 

Fig. 4. Experimentally guided MD simulations reveal an mIgM TM dimer structure. (A) Sequence of mIgM HC TM domain with the strongest (orange sold lines) 
crosslinks identified. The strong crosslinks were used as distance restraints for REMD simulations. (B) Cβ–Cβ distances between the restraining residue pairs over 
the REMD simulation are maintained at ~4 Å. (C) REMD model of the mIgM TM dimer with positions of strongest crosslinks highlighted in orange. (D) Contact 
probability map between all modeled TM residues, averaged over the five replicas from the last 200 ns of the unrestrained simulations. Contacting residue pairs 
are defined as those within 4.5 Å heavy atom distance. (E) Cα RMSD between the unrestrained MD simulations and the mIgM REMD model over the indicated 
simulation time. Each of the five replicas are shown as different colors.

Table 1. Hydrogen bond occupancy (% ± SE)
Residue pair mIgA mIgD mIgM mIgG mIgE

S/T15–S/T15 79 ± 18 0 91 ± 3 86 ± 7 45 ± 18

S19–S19 18 ± 4 50 ± 3 38 ± 7 41 ± 9 –

Y18–T23 89 ± 6 92 ± 2 88 ± 9 94 ± 4 98 ± 0

T23–Y18 57 ± 16 84 ± 12 82 ± 7 57 ± 17 98 ± 1

S/T15–S19 41 ± 8 0 47 ± 14 27 ± 9 –

S19–S/T15 7 ± 2 0 21 ± 12 21 ± 13 –D
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and Cα RMSD with respect to the mIgM REMD model over the 
simulations are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S2. Though there are 
variations between isotypes, the core of the TM dimer interface 
was well maintained in all isotypes, which is also indicated by the 
constant F12–F12 and S19–S19 Cα–Cα distances.

The probability of Y18–T23 hydrogen bonding was very high 
for all isotypes (Fig. 7D and Table 1). Interestingly, both mIgA 
and mIgG showed some asymmetry in the Y18–T23 hydrogen 
bond occupancy on the opposite sides of the dimer (Table 1), 
and analysis of individual trajectories revealed that these side 
chains are bridged by a water molecule in some simulations  
(SI Appendix, Fig. S3). This suggests that there is some inherent 
propensity for asymmetry in the two Y18–T23 contacts when 
other polar ligands are available, which may bear relevance to 
how the mIg TM dimer interacts with CD79 on only one side 
(see Discussion). High occupancy was also observed for an addi-
tional hydrogen bond at T5–T5 in mIgA (Fig. 7C and Table 1), 
which is the only isotype with a polar residue at this position. 
This lies right at the dimer interface, in the same position as 
mIgM A5 that was one of the strongest cysteine crosslink posi-
tions (see Figs. 3 and 4). For mIgA and mIgG, the probability 
of hydrogen bonds was high at S15, as observed for mIgM. In 
mIgD, which has a threonine at position 15 instead of serine, 
no hydrogen bonding was seen at this position, likely due to the 
increased flexibility at the N-terminal end of the TM domain 
for this isotype and/or steric hindrance from tight packing below 
this site. In most simulations, S19 hydrogen bonds were less 
frequent but still significant, again similar to mIgM. The mIgE 
sequence contains glycine at position 19 instead of serine, so 
there is no hydrogen bond here. For the other isotypes, there 
was considerable occupancy of hydrogen bonds between S15 of 
one helix and S19 of the opposing helix, which are spaced one 
turn apart at the interface. Despite these minor differences, the 
overall architecture of all isotypes remained globally similar, par-
ticularly in the lower (C-terminal) half (Fig. 7C), supporting 
their adoption of a similar configuration to that determined 
experimentally for mIgM. Together with our previous reports 
on TCR TM structure (18, 20), these data demonstrate that this 
conserved core TM structure is found in all lymphocyte antigen 
receptors.

Discussion

Here, we have applied a combination of cysteine crosslinking, 
MD simulations, and mutagenesis to identify an interface in the 
BCR’s mIg TM domain that is crucial to the stability of the recep-
tor complex. The Y–T hydrogen bonds at this interface define a 
shared structural element in the BCR mIg and TCRαβ TM 
domains. The high degree of conservation at these positions 
between TCR and BCR has been previously noted (21), and we 
now provide experimental evidence that they encode a shared TM 
domain structure. While the two lymphocyte antigen receptors’ 
similar genetic organization and mechanisms of gene rearrange-
ment suggest that they originated from a gene duplication event 

Fig. 5. Interactions at the mIg TM interface 
are crucial for stable BCR assembly. (A) Top: 
Side view of C-terminal end of the mIgM TM 
dimer with the residues involved in interfacial 
hydrogen bonding colored cyan. Bottom: Top-
down view of the hydrogen bonding network. 
(B–E) The requirement for hydrogen bonding 
and/or close packing at the mIg TM interface 
for BCR assembly was tested with mutations 
that removed hydrogen bonding capability or 
increased steric bulk. Full-length HC proteins 
with the indicated mutations were assembled 
with CD79A and B by IVT. BCR complexes were 
extracted in digitonin and immunoprecipitated 
targeting total CD79 (simultaneous streptavidin 
and anti-HA capture). Samples were 
deglycosylated and analyzed by reducing SDS-
PAGE. Representative autoradiogram is shown in 
(B). (C and D) Densitometry was performed on the 
autoradiograms and the yield of HC with respect 
to CD79A (as a percentage of WT) was plotted 
as a measure of assembly competence of the 
mutants. N = 3, error bars show SD, significance 
with respect to WT (C and D) or between the 
indicated mutants (E) calculated by RM one-way 
ANOVA with uncorrected Fisher’s LSD test and 
single pooled variance, *P <0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P 
< 0.001, ****P< 0.0001.

Fig. 6. BCR mIg and TCR αβ TM domains form highly similar dimeric structures. 
(A) Alignment of the TM domains of BCR mIgM (blue) and TCR αβ (yellow and 
pink, PDB ID: 6JXR (9)). Residues aligned: mIg W2-F25, TCRα N246-R269, TCRβ 
L276-L299, numbering based on Fig. 1. The backbone Cα RMSD between mIgM 
and TCRαβ TM domains is 0.68 Å. (B) Hydrogen bonding stabilizes the lower 
half of both interfaces, with the BCR mIg containing a polar network among 
Ser, Tyr, and Thr residues and TCR αβ containing a network involving Asn, Tyr, 
and Thr. The shared Y–T staple is highlighted in cyan. (C) Sequences of other 
immune protein dimers which are also stabilized by the Y–T staple (cyan).D
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(49–53), the many differences in their molecular organization and 
activity, including the number of subunits, the mechanism of 
assembly, and the mode and sensitivity of antigen engagement, 
render this commonality in their TM architecture an unexpected 
finding.

Previous models of BCR TM arrangement had the most con-
served mIg helical face mediating assembly with CD79, specifically 
with both Y18 and S19 acting as direct and requisite CD79 contact 
points (23, 26–29). However, our results clearly demonstrate that 
neither of these positions make requisite CD79 contacts because 
both the S19A single mutant and the Y18F/T23V double mutant 
were well tolerated (see Fig. 5). Furthermore, the mIgM dimer 
stabilized by an S19C-mediated disulfide bond still associated well 
with CD79 (see Fig. 3), showing that the structure with S19 buried 
in the homodimer interface is assembly competent. While this 
manuscript was in revision, two groups published cryo-EM struc-
tures of intact human BCR complexes (36, 37) that confirm our 
model and inform on how the mIg TM homodimer assembles with 
CD79 in the membrane. Our mouse mIgM TM model aligns to 
the corresponding region of the higher-resolution human mIgM 
structure 7XQ8 (37) with a backbone RMSD of just 0.57 Å and 
makes all of the same interface contacts (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A–C). 
While our model is fully symmetrical, the cryo-EM structure shows 
a small departure from symmetry that puts Y18 on one side of the 
dimer in close proximity to a potential hydrogen-bonding partner 
in the CD79A TM domain (SI Appendix, Fig. S4D). The mem-
brane-embedded mIgM-CD79 interface is otherwise dominated 
by hydrophobic complementarity between the composite mIgM 
dimer surface and CD79A. Prominently featured in this interface 
are close packing interactions with mIgM F8 and F12 (SI Appendix, 
Fig. S4 D and E), explaining why cysteine substitutions at these 
positions completely blocked receptor assembly (see Fig. 3) regard-
less of whether they crosslinked strongly (at F8) or very weakly (at 
F12). This arrangement is reminiscent of FcεRIγ dimer assembly 
with several different Fc receptor α-chains (33), wherein a YxxxxT 
motif stabilizes the FcεRIγ dimer on one side and opens to engage 
alternative polar contacts to α-chains on the other side. Interestingly, 
the cryo-EM structures also reveal that one mIgM heavy chain 
linker region passes through the space between CD79A and 
CD79B linker regions just above the TM domains (36, 37), 

intertwining the disulfide-linked mIgM and CD79 dimers in a way 
that is only possible through the cooperative and cotranslational 
ER assembly that is evidenced by our mixing control shown in Fig. 
2A. This arrangement makes it all the more surprising that appar-
ently mild mutations like serine to valine in the mIgM TM dimer 
interface can cause a near-complete dissolution or block in assembly 
of the BCR complex (see Fig. 5).

The BCR now joins a growing list of immune signaling proteins 
that feature the YxxxxT motif in TM interfaces. These include 
TCRαβ, TCRγδ, and pre-TCR heterodimers (9, 18, 20), where 
the tyrosine and threonine are on different chains and therefore 
do not constitute a linear sequence motif, as well as the homodi-
meric complexes formed by the TCR-associated ζ chain (32), 
FcεRIγ (33), and CD28 and CTLA-4 (34), where the linear motif 
is readily apparent in sequence alignments (see Fig. 6C). With the 
added examples of all the five BCR mIg isotypes, we can now 
refine this interaction motif to Y(sm)xxxT because all of the 
homodimeric proteins and TCRβ sequences contain a small amino 
acid (glycine, alanine, or serine) directly following the tyrosine. 
The interactions mediated by this motif have both established and 
hypothetical functional significance in several different scenarios. 
For example, in CD28, the dimerization potential of the YxxxxT 
motif was reported to be comparable to that of glycophorin A’s 
GxxxG motif (34, 54, 55), the most common benchmark in TM 
helix dimerization. This has immediate clinical implications, 
because CD28 TM domains are used in chimeric antigen receptors 
(CARs) for cancer immunotherapy (56, 57), where the YxxxxT 
motif drives unintended interactions between CARs and endog-
enous CD28 in patient T cells (35, 58) and may thereby contrib-
ute to enhanced function (59) and/or toxicity (57).

The observation that all types of T cell and B cell antigen recep-
tors use similar dimeric structures at the core of their TM assem-
blies indicates that this arrangement confers favorable properties. 
This may be as simple as providing stability in the membrane to 
maintain receptor complex integrity during interactions with pol-
ymeric and cell-bound antigens that exert mechanical forces. Such 
forces have been proposed to regulate TCR and BCR activation 
(60–63) through mechanisms that could involve conformational 
changes propagating through the membrane-embedded structures. 
However, not all TCR studies support this type of mechanism (see 

Fig. 7. BCR mIgs of all the five isotypes can form similar homodimeric TM structures. (A) TM domain sequences of the five mouse mIg isotypes. The residues 
involved in the mIg TM interfacial polar network are colored cyan. (B) Representative snapshot from the modeling of the mIg TM domains (blue) equilibrated 
in fully atomistic POPC bilayers (white) over five 500 ns simulations. Shown together are potassium (green) and chloride ions (purple). Water, hydrogen, and 
components in front of the mIg TM domains are omitted for clarity. (C) Overlay of the structures adopted by the five mIg isotypes (gray) with respect to the 
mIgM REMD model (blue, used to define backbone Cα starting coordinates for all isotypes). Most isotypes formed structures highly similar to mIgM, with only 
mIgD showing some looser packing at the top end. Interfacial Ser, Tyr, and Thr polar network residues are colored cyan. The position of T5 in mIgA, where an 
additional hydrogen bond was seen, is also indicated. (D) Top-down view of the polar network interactions in the five mIg isotypes based on the hydrogen bond 
occupancy analysis (Table 1).
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for example refs. 64–66), and equally plausible activation models 
exist for both TCR and BCR that do not invoke allosteric changes, 
force induced or otherwise (43, 44, 67, 68). Additionally, choles-
terol binds directly to the TCR in the membrane in a way that is 
reported to regulate function (69–72), and two recent cryo-EM 
structures show that a large part of the cholesterol-binding site is 
formed by the composite surface of the TCRαβ core TM structure 
(66, 73). Structural alterations and increased dynamics in this 
region have been suggested to accompany active signaling (73–75), 
suggesting a complex interplay among TM interactions, choles-
terol binding, and signal propagation. How interactions with 
cholesterol may regulate the BCR is less well studied. To the extent 
that evaluating different receptor activation models depends on 
specific structural information within the membrane, identifica-
tion of the shared core TM structure described here now provides 
a basis for structurally informed hypothesis testing in cellular 
systems.

Methods

Experimental Methods.
Genes and constructs. The HyHEL10-specific mouse mIgM 

heavy chain and κ light chain genes were synthesized as gene 
blocks by Integrated DNA Technologies (full sequences in 
supplement). For the mouse CD79A and B genes, total B cell 
mRNA kindly provided by the Hodgkin Lab (WEHI) was first 
reverse transcribed to cDNA using SuperScript™ III Reverse 
Transcriptase (Invitrogen). Primers specific to the native N- and 
C-terminal sequences of CD79 A/B (listed in supplement) were 
used to generate CD79A/B DNA fragments by PCR. Each BCR 
chain gene fragment was cloned into pSP64 poly(A) backbone 
vector (Promega) by restriction–ligation using HindIII and 
BamHI (New England BioLabs). Affinity tags (HA/SBP/FLAG) 
were encoded C-terminal to the BCR chains, separated by a GS 
or GSG linker. All mutations were generated by QuickChange 
(Agilent) site-directed mutagenesis following manufacturer’s 
instructions.

In vitro BCR assembly. In vitro BCR assembly was performed using 
rabbit reticulocyte lysate in vitro translation (IVT) system and 
amino acid mixture minus methionine and cysteine (Promega). 
35S-labeled methionine and cysteine (Perkin Elmer) were added 
to visualize results by autoradiography. The IVT system was 
supplemented with ER microsomes purified from IVD12 cells 
(16, 76) to support native membrane protein assembly. Template 
mRNA for the IVT system was generated using the RiboMAX 
T7 Large-Scale RNA Production kit (Promega). Per 25 uL IVT 
reaction, approximately 200 ng HC and 75 ng of CD79A and 
B mRNA were added, with small adjustments made to equalize 
translation between mutants and/or mRNA preparations. Total 
mRNA content per reaction never exceeded 500 ng. The BCR 
subunits were translated for 30 min at 30°C, and then gentle 
oxidizing conditions were introduced to support protein folding by 
the addition of 2 mM oxidized glutathione (GSSG) and reduced 
glutathione (GSH). The complexes were assembled for another 
4 h at 30°C. Assembly reactions were stopped by the addition 
of 900 uL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and centrifuged to 
pellet the ER microsomes. For the cysteine crosslinking reactions, 
IVT was stopped by the addition of 500 uL PBS containing 2 
mM CuPhe (from a stock containing 100 mM o-phenanthroline 
and 30 mM CuSO4 in 20% ethanol) to catalyze transmembrane 
disulfide bond formation, and the reactions were frozen overnight, 
thawed at 30°C for 30 min, and then centrifuged. BCR complexes 
were extracted from the ER microsome pellet at 4°C for 1 h 

using 0.5% digitonin in PBS containing 100 μg/ml BSA and 
10 mM iodoacetamide to prevent disulfide bond formation at 
subsequent steps, followed by centrifugation through a Spin-X 
tube (Sigma) to remove insoluble material. Immunoprecipitations 
were done at 4°C for 2 h or overnight using mouse anti-FLAG 
M2-agarose, streptavidin–agarose, or mouse anti-HA-agarose 
(clone HA-7) (all from Sigma). For the SBP->HA sequential 
nondenaturing immunoprecipitations (snIPs), after the first IP 
with streptavidin–agarose, samples were incubated with biotin 
for 30 min and then passed through a Spin-X centrifuge tube (to 
remove the streptavidin–agarose beads) and immunoprecipitated 
with anti-HA agarose. Following IP, the samples were 
deglycosylated with Endo H or Hf (NEB), and SDS-PAGE was 
performed in 4 to 12% Bis-Tris gels (Life Technologies) and 
3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid running buffer (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Gels were then transferred onto polyvinylidene 
fluoride membranes and exposed to a tritium screen overnight to 
read the results by phosphorimaging.

Computational Methods.
Mouse mIgM TM assembly modeling in implicit bilayer. To 

model the mouse mIgM TM homodimer structures, replica 
exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations (77) with 
experimentally derived distance restraints (experimentally guided 
REMD) in an implicit membrane were employed, which has been 
demonstrated to be effective for TCR TM assembly (18, 19). In 
terms of efficiency of conformational sampling of TM assembly, 
REMD in an implicit membrane model is (practically) equivalent 
to the replica exchange with solute scaling (REST2) (78) in which 
only the interactions between peptides and proteins are scaled 
for the facilitated sampling of their conformations. Because there 
exists no explicit solvent, the conformations of TM assembly may 
be sampled more efficiently. Regarding the computational costs, 
the experimentally guided REMD can be an order of magnitude 
more efficient than conventional REMD. With experimentally 
derived distance restraints, an accurately converged structure 
model of TCR TM assembly was obtained from only several ns 
REMD simulations (18). Without these restraints, it could take 
much longer to obtain well-converged structure model, if possible. 
For example, a 110-ns conventional REMD simulation in an 
implicit membrane was required to obtain a converged structure 
model of CD247 dimer and CD61A complex (33).

The mouse mIgM TM domain (sequence: ENLWTTA- 
STFIVLFLLSLFYSTTVTLFKVK) was initially modeled as a 
helix, with the principal axis of each mIgM TM helix initially 
aligned along the membrane normal (z-redirection). An REMD 
system was composed of 44 replicas in a temperature range of 
300–900 K, where the two mIgM TM helices were initially sep-
arated by 30 Å with random orientations (rotations along each 
principal axis). To prevent (possible) helix unfolding at high tem-
peratures, weak dihedral restraints were applied along φ and ψ 
angles for the residues in the TM domain. A 7-ns Langevin 
dynamics REMD simulation was performed in the GBSW 
implicit membrane model (47) using CHARMM (48), where the 
collision frequency for Langevin dynamics was set to γ = 5 ps−1 
and the GBSW default options provided in Implicit Solvent 
Modeler in CHARMM-Graphic User Interface (GUI) (79) were 
used with an empirical surface tension coefficient (0.03 kcal/mol/
Å2) for the nonpolar solvation contribution. For three residue pairs 
identified in cysteine scanning experiments (L1, A5, and S19), 
distance restraints were applied between Cβ atoms of each pair, 
where the CHARMM default options for Nuclear Overhauser 
effect (NOE) restraints with a soft asymptote were used with 
RMIN = 3.7 Å and RMAX = 6.0 Å. The integration time step was D
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set to 2 fs with SHAKE algorithm (80) for constraining covalent 
bonds involving hydrogen atoms. Replica exchanges were 
attempted every 1 ps, controlled by the CHARMM REPDSTR 
module (81). The centroid structure obtained from the cluster 
analysis (see below) was used to model the initial structures of 
mIgM and additional four isotypes (mIgD, mIgG, mIgA, and 
mIgE) in explicit bilayer simulations.

Molecular dynamics simulations in explicit lipid bilayer. The mouse 
mIgM centroid structure from experimentally guided REMD 
simulations was inserted into an explicit POPC bilayer using 
Membrane Builder (82). Although a more realistic multicompo-
nent asymmetric bilayer could be considered, to avoid (possible) 
complications in the generation of an asymmetric bilayer (83), we 
chose a single-component POPC bilayer as our model membrane 
because the main purpose of the molecular dynamics simulations 
was to evaluate the stability of the REMD model in an explicit 
membrane environment. The system was composed of the TM 
model with 60 POPC lipids in each leaflet and bulk water with 
150 mM KCl. For better statistics, we prepared five independent 
replicas. The same procedure was repeated for the other four mIg 
isotypes (mIgD: NGLWPTMCTFVALFLLTLLYSGFVTFIKVK, 
mIgG: DGLWTTITIFISLFLLSVCYSASVTLFKVK, mIgA: ASL-
WPTTVTFLTLFLLSLFYSTALTVTTVR, and mIgE: EELWT-
SICVFITLFLLSVSYGATVTVLKVK). For each prepared system, 
a series of short constant volume and temperature and constant 
temperature and pressure (NPT) equilibration runs were per-
formed following the Membrane Builder’s six-step protocol (84), 
followed by a 500-ns restraint-free NPT production run. All sim-
ulations were performed using OpenMM (85, 86) with the C36 
protein (87) and lipid (88) force fields and TIP3P water model 
(89, 90), whose integration time step was set to 2 fs with SHAKE 
algorithm. The van der Waals interactions were smoothly switched 
off over 10–12 Å by a force-based switching function (91), and the 
electrostatic interactions were calculated by particle-mesh Ewald 
method (92). The temperature (T = 300.15 K) and the pressure 
(p = 1 atm) were controlled by Langevin dynamics with a friction 
coefficient 1 ps−1 and a semi-isotropic Monte Carlo barostat (93, 
94) with a pressure coupling frequency of 100 steps, respectively.

Analysis. To evaluate the sampled conformations during distance-
restrained REMD, we performed hierarchical clustering, where 
initially all sample conformations were assigned to different 
clusters. Starting from these initial clusters, pairs were merged 
when root mean square deviation between Cα atoms (Cα-RMSD) 
was less than a cutoff value of 3 Å. The clustering was iterated until 

there was no cluster closer than the RMSD cutoff. As the Cβ–Cβ 
distances for the restrained residue pairs converged within the 
first one ns (except L1–L1 distance, which converged before 3-ns) 
(Fig. 4B), 400 samples were clustered from the 3–7 ns REMD 
simulation trajectory at T = 300 K, which resulted in a single 
cluster. For TM models in explicit POPC bilayer, we calculated 
Cα-RMSD from their initial structure, Cβ–Cβ distances for 
several residue pairs, inter-TM hydrogen bond occupancy, inter-
TM contact probability, Cα–Cα distances for all residue pairs, 
and the helix–helix distance (dHH) between the two TM helices 
and their crossing angles (Ω). For a conformation at a given time 
frame, a hydrogen bond between donor (D) and acceptor (A) 
atoms is assumed to exist when these atoms are closer than 2.8 
Å and the angle formed by D-H⋯A is greater than 120°. The 
contact state between a pair of residues is assigned to 1 when 
the minimum distance between heavy atoms in the residue pair 
is smaller than 4.5 Å and 0 otherwise. The dHH and Ω were 
calculated following Chothia et al. (95) dHH is defined as the 
minimum distance between two helical principal axes that are in 
turn defined using Cα atoms in the TM domain, and Ω is defined 
as the dihedral angle between two planes, each defined by the 
corresponding helical axis and dHH vectors. As the time series of 
various properties, such as RMSD of TM dimer model, dHH, and 
Ω (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 B–D), became steady within 300 ns, the 
last 200-ns trajectories from each replica were analyzed. For each 
mIg isotype, the hydrogen bond occupancy, contact probability, 
the distribution of dHH and Ω, and Cα–Cα distances between 
residue pairs as a function of Ω were averaged over replicas. Also, 
representative conformations of mIg TMs in POPC bilayer were 
obtained from the cluster analysis based on Cα-RMSD between 
mIg TMs with the same cutoff.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All study data are included in the 
article and/or SI Appendix.
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